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shopping at the airport is even more enjoyable and convenient than ever before. you may be familiar with the
wide selection of shops, fantastic range of products and outstanding value at heathrow. but did you know that as
part of our commitment to providing world class customer service, we also operate a 60 day returns service on

behalf of the heathrow retailers welcome to the most stunning scenery ever made for heathrow airport! heathrow
is the latest creation of the next generation of products from uk2000 scenery and is simply the best yet! welcome

to heathrow airport, the worlds busiest international airport, with over 65 million passengers and 100 airlines
flying to nearly 200 destination. this version includes an updated terminal 5 was opened in april 2008 and is solely
used by british airways which has moved most operations to the new glass terminal. the new terminal 2 is due to

be opened in june 2014, but can be fully used in this scenery. the scenery has nearly 2 million polygons,
thousands of objects and over 100 images that represent heathrow in a truly amazing way. the scenery has

vehicles, markings, docking systems, airport equipment, animated traffic, containers and has been the biggest
single airport project for uk2000 scenery. heathrow airport v3.06 is a large scale (130m long) high definition

airport which is perfect for fsx/fs2004 users. it includes a new airport layout with upgraded scenery, new hud, and
many additional enhancements. the new airport layout was created with the intention of having a modern and
convenient experience for the passenger. heathrow is one of the busiest airports in the world and a destination

that is likely to be on your radar if you fly large passenger or freight aircraft.
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as with all airport scenery there is more to the scenery than what you see straight away. after a while of using the
airport you begin to recognise vehicles, buildings, and the flight information signs that are all scattered around.
the aircraft themselves, especially the new ones, have a very realistic look to them, and the ground vehicles are

well thought out. the airport is a busy and busy one, and it really has a great feel to it. the landing area in
particular looks very good and offers a nice change from the normal landing strip that you would normally see. the

runways are a little plain, but then again you do need to make sure that you can get a good view of what is
happening, so this isnt surprising. there is a little bit of ground clutter here and there, but nothing that should
cause any issues with the view. overall i think the uk2000 heathrow xtreme scenery is a real winner and really

offers something a little different. its an airport that really needs to be seen to be believed. i would really
recommend this scenery to anyone that likes busy airports. file description:aircraft and scenery author tom

gibson's custom scenery library version 4 has been released for fsx. this is a complete overhaul of his scenery
library for fsx and is the result of his research and work into the original author's files and manuals. included are

both the uk2000_xtreme_airport_towns and uk2000_xtreme_airport_ground scenery packages. the following
packages are included: uk2000_xtreme_airport_towns: the london heathrow airfield (version 1.00) - this is just

what it says on the tin, the london heathrow airport airfield (version 1.00) for fsx - this is a great little airport that
is a freebie for fsx users and based in the british isles. as you would expect from tom, the airport is very detailed
with a fantastic selection of airports buildings, roads, aprons, runways, taxiways and radar locations - the scenery
also includes a selection of small airports, which are added as city scenery to the game. this scenery uses the new
system of airport lighting, which makes for a great looking airport at night time. there is also a set of good quality

taxiway and runway scenery for fs9, which includes all the taxiways and aprons for the airport.
uk2000_xtreme_airport_ground: the london heathrow airport airfield - this scenery is based on the

uk2000_xtreme_airport_towns scenery but with a different set of airport buildings and terrain scenery. the scenery
uses the new airport lighting system that is included with version 1.00 of the uk2000_xtreme_airport_towns

scenery and i have to say that it is an excellent set of airport lighting. i think the best airports are at night, so this
set of night time airfield lights adds a nice touch. the london heathrow airport airfield also has a nice selection of

aircraft on the ground and two nice selection of jets for the simmers. 5ec8ef588b
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